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OlliOlli release date announced for PC, Mac and Linux [2]

OlliOlli has been given a release date on PC, Mac and Linux.

Infinity Runner Released For Linux Plus Our Thoughts [3]

Infinity Runner is a great looking first person action game that involves a lot of running. We
give it a try to see how it performs.
I am an absolute sucker for space sci-fi themed games, and just had to give this one a try to
report back to you on.
Sadly though, the game itself really isn't all that interesting and if you have played simple
Android games like Temple Run it's very much the same type of game. You are always
running, and you don't control the running aspect at all.

X-Plane 10 Global 64bit Now On Steam For Linux [4]

X-Plane 10 Global 64bit is now on Steam for Linux and promises a rather expensive flight
simulator experience. By expensive we mean £44.99, so dig deep if you want to try it folks.

Torchlight II to Get a Linux Version Soon on Steam [5]

Torchlight II, an action hack-and-slash title developed and published by Runic Games on
Steam, might get a Linux version soon.
The developers from Runic Games are not at their first try to port one of their games. The first
title in the series was promoted on Linux with the help of a Humble Bundle collection, but the
game manifested some very problematic technical issues that persisted for a long time, like the
missing face of the main characters. Hopefully, the second iteration will be much better.

Wine 1.7.22 (Development Version) Released ? Install in RedHat and Debian Based Systems[6]

WineHQ team, recently announced a new development version of Wine 1.7.22. This new
development build arrives with a number of new important features and 68 bug fixes.
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